ON A CLASS OF FIXED-POINT-FREE GRAPHS1
GERT sabidussi

A number of papers [l; 2; 3; 4] have dealt with the construction
of
finite graphs X whose automorphism
group G(X) is isomorphic to a
given finite group G. Examination
of the graphs constructed
in these
papers shows the following two facts. (1) The graphs X have the property that for any two vertices x and y of X there is at most one
4>EG(X) which sends x into y ((1) is precisely the fact which is used
in [l] and [2] to prove that G(X) actually is isomorphic to G).
(2) The graphs X are modifications
of Cayley color-groups of the
given group G with respect to some set H of generators of G (cf.
Definition 2 below) in the sense that the vertices and edges of the
color-group are replaced by certain graphs (cf. Definition 3). It is the
purpose of the present note to show that (1) implies (2) (Theorem 3).
By a graph X we mean a finite set V together with a set £ of unordered pairs of distinct elements of V. We shall indicate unordered
pairs by brackets. The elements of V are called the vertices of X, the
elements of £ the edges of X. To distinguish between different graphs

we shall always write V(X) for V, and E(X) for E. By G(X) we denote the automorphism
G(X) as permutations

Definition

group of X. We shall consider
of the vertices of X.

the elements

of

1. A graph X is strongly fixed-point-free, if G(X) ^ {1},

and 4>xt±x for every

xE V(X)

and every

4>EG(X)

— {1J,

where

1 is

the identity of G(X).
If X is strongly

fixed-point-free,

(cf. [4, §1]). For a graph

then

clearly

X is fixed-point-free

X with G(X) j± {1} the following are

equivalent:
(i) X is strongly
fixed-point-free;
(ii) if <pEG(X)
<j>x= x for some xEV(X),
then <p= l; (iii) given xEV(X)
yE V(X) there is at most one <f>EG(X) such that <px=y.

and
and

Lemma 1. Let X be a strongly fixed-point-free graph. Then X is either
connected or it consists of exactly two components Xi, X2 such that

Xi^X2,

and G(Xi)^G(X2)

Proof. Suppose that
wg:2, be the components

= {1}.

X is disconnected.
Let Xit i=l, ■ ■ ■ , n,
of X. Then at least two of the Xt are iso-

morphic. Otherwiser>| XiEG(X)
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Since X is strongly

G(Xi0)^{l},

fixed-point-free,

l^io^n.

801

G(X) 9^ {1}, hence at least one

Let qbQEG(Xio), cj>o^l. Define <p: V(X)

—*V(X) by <t>x
= <poXor if xEV(Xio),
<px= x otherwise. Clearly
4>EG(X), but this is a contradiction against the fact that X is strongly
fixed-point-free.
Hence Xi=X2, say.
Now assume that X has more than two components.
Let \p be an
isomorphism of Xi onto X2. Then <p': V(X)—J>V(X) given by <b'x=ipx
if xE F(Xi), d>'x=\p~1x if x£ V(X2), <p'x= x otherwise, is an automorphism of X. As above this is a contradiction
against X being strongly
fixed-point-free.

Finally, suppose that G(Xi)^G(X2)^ {1}. Let <t>iEG(Xi)-{l}.
Then <j>":V(X)->V(X)
xEV(X2)

given by <b"x=<bix if x£F(Ar1),

is an automorphism

<b"x= x if

of X, a contradiction.

Lemma 2. Let X be a strongly fixed-point-free graph, and let xE V(X).
Then there exist at most two edges of X which are similar and incident

with x.

Proof.

Let e»= [x, xi]EE(X),

i = 0, 1, 2, be similar. Then there

exist cpiEG(X) such that e.— c/^eo, i —1, 2. Since X is strongly fixedpoint-free this implies that (1) t/>t-x= x,-, and (2) <p,xo= x, i = l, 2.
(2) implies <t>i=<j>2,
hence from (1), Xi = x2, i.e. ei=e2.

Lemma 3. Let X be a connected fixed-point-free graph such that E(X)
consists of more than one edge, and G(X) acts transitively on E(X). Then
X is cyclically connected.
Proof. Assume the contrary. Let B be a block2 of X which contains
exactly one cut vertex x of X, and let eEE(B)
be incident with x.
Case (1): E(B) consists of the single edge e. In this case X is a star3
by the transitivity
of G(X), and hence is not fixed-point-free.
Case
(2): E(B) consists of more than one edge. Then there is an edge of B
which is not incident with x, and hence with no cut vertex of X. But
this contradicts
the hypothesis that all edges of X are similar.
Theorem

1. Let X be a strongly fixed-point-free

graph

such that

(i) E(X) f^D, and (ii) G(X) acts transitively on E(X). Then X is isomorphic to the graph Z0 given by V(Z0) = {xi, x2}, E(Z0) = { [xi, x2]}.
Proof. We shall show that if X is strongly fixed-point-free,
and
contains more than one edge, then G(X) does not act transitively on
2 A block of a connected graph X is a maximal connected subgraph B of X such
that no vertex of B is a cut vertex of B.
3 A star is a graph X such that V{X) = jx„, ••-,*„},
E(X) = [ [x0,Xi],
i=\, • ■ ■,n\.
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E(X). Assume the contrary. Then X must be connected. Otherwise
it follows from Lemma 1 that X consists of two components Xi, X2

such that Xi^X2 and G(Xi)^G(X2) = {1}. But G(X)^G(X2)

= {l}

is impossible since by assumption X contains more than one edge,
and all edges of X are similar. From Lemma 3 we then infer that X is
cyclically connected. Hence the degree of every vertex of X is ^2.
Since all edges of X are similar, all edges incident with a given vertex
xE V(X) are similar. Hence by Lemma 2 the degree of x in X is ^2.
It follows that X is a circuit, but a circuit is not strongly fixed-pointfree.
Definition
2. Let G be a finite group, and let H be a subset of G
which does not contain the identity of G. By the color-group Xo.n of
G with respect to H we mean the graph given by V(XGiH) =G, E(XGtH)

= {[g,gh]\gEG,hEH}.
It is known that Xq.h is connected

if and only if II is a set of gen-

erators of G.
Lemma 4. Given a graph X a n.a.s.c. for the existence of a group G
and a subset H of G such that X=Xg,h
is that G(X) contain a subgroup
Go of order ato(X) which acts transitively on V(X). In that case G = G0

Proof.

Necessity. Suppose

X = Xg,h-

Define 77:G-*G(Xg,h)

by

(vg)g' =gg', (where g, g'EG),
then clearly 77 is a monomorphism.
Hence Im 77is of order [G: l] = cto(XG,n) =a0(X). Also, Im 77 acts
transitively on V(X) = V(XG,H) = G.
Sufficiency.

Suppose

G(X)

contains

a subgroup

G0 of order

ao(X)

which acts transitively
on V(X). Let Xo, xEV(X).
Then there is
exactly one 4>xEGo such that <hxxo= x. Let Xi, • • • , xn be those vertices of X which are joined with xa. Let H= {<f>xi,• • • , $!„}. and

form XGo,H. Define e: V(XGoM)-+V(X)

by e*.-«,

<PxEV(XG„H)

= Go. We have to show that e is an isomorphism
of XGo,H onto X. Let
y>x, <px<t>Xi]EE(XGo,H),(t>xEGo, <f>XiEH, then e[cf>x,<f>x,4>Xi]
= [<j>xxa,
^i]
EE(X)
since [x0, Xi]EE(X).
Hence e preserves incidence.
Con-

versely, let [x, y]EE(X);

then ^[x,

y]= [x0, <f>x~1y]EE(X). Hence

<Px1y= Xi=<bxiXo, l^i^n.
Hence [x, y]=e[cbx, <M>*,]> and [<f>x,
<px4>xi]
EE(XGo,n).
Thus e maps E(XGo,H) onto E(X). That e is one-one
follows from the fact that [Go: l] =ao(X). Hence e is an isomorphism
onto.

Theorem
2. Let X be a strongly fixed-point-free graph such that
G(X) acts transitively on V(X). Then X is isomorphic to the graph F0
with V( To) = {Xi, x2}, £( Fo) = Di or else X is connected and isomorphic
to a color-group of G(X) with respect to some set H of generators of

G(X).
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Proof. Suppose X is disconnected. Then by Lemma 1, X consists of
exactly two components Xu X2 such that XX^X2 and G(Xi)^G(X2)
= {1}. The last condition is compatible
with the requirement
that
G(X) act transitively on V(X) if and only if Xi and X2 each consist

of a single vertex, i.e. if X== F0.
If X is connected,

Theorem

2 is an immediate

consequence

of

Lemma 4.
Definition
3. Suppose given a finite group G and a subset H of G
such that 1 EH- Let F be a connected graph such that for each hEH
there

exist two subsets

Ph={pf\

■ ■ ■ , p™}, Qh= {of,

■ ■ • , q\ }

of V(Y) with the property that Ph^Ph- or Qkt^Qv whenever h j^h!'.
Suppose furthermore

that C7'(F) = {1}, where G'( Y) is that subgroup

of G(Y) which leaves the elements of Ph and Qn, hEH, individually
invariant.
morphism

For each gEG take a copy Ya of F, and let t/„ be an isoof F onto Yg. Form a graph X by identifying the vertices

■<]gpf
and i]ghqf,j=l,

• ■• , rn, gEG, hEH. Then X is called the

generalized color-group of G with respect to H and Y.
Theorem
3. Let X be a connected strongly fixed-point-free graph.
Then X is isomorphic to a generalized color-group of G(X) with respect
to some set H of generators of G(X).

Proof. Let Y be a subgraph of X such that (i) F is connected;
(ii) no two distinct edges of F are similar in X; (iii) F is maximal
with respect to (i), (ii). Then

(A)

E(X) =

U E(4>Y).

We prove this by showing that E( Y) meets every similarity class of
E(X). Assume the contrary. Then among those edges of X which are
not similar to any edge of F select one, eo, whose distance4 from
£( F) is minimal. This is possible because X is connected. Let e be
an edge of F which is closest to e0, and let P be a path of minimal
length of X containing both e and e0. Let e'o be that edge of P which
is adjacent to e0- Since eo is nearer to E than e0 it follows that e0' is
similar to some edge e'EE(Y).
Hence there is a d>EG(X) such that
<j)eo=e'. cpeoEE(Y) is adjacent to e'; hence the minimal subgraph
Fo of X with E(Yo)=E(Y)\){<beo}
has properties
(i) and (ii), i.e.
F is not maximal, a contradiction.
4 By the distance of two edges e, e'EE(X)
is meant d{e, e') = min ai(P) —1 the
minimum taken over all paths P of X such that e, e'EE(P).
The distance of an edge
eEE(X) from a subset EEE{X) is defined as d(e, E) = min d{e, e'), the minimum

taken over all «'££.
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Let X be such that G(X) acts
Theorem
1, X=Z0,
and clearly

transitively
on E(X).
Z0 is a color-group

Then by
of G(Zo)

= {l, (Xi, Xi) }.

Let X be such that G(X) does not act transitively

on E(X),

and

let d>,\pEG(X), 4>7±\j/.Then <bY^\j/Y. It suffices to show that if
i/'^l,
then \pY^Y. Assume the contrary. Then for each eEE(Y)
there is an e'EE(Y)
such that e=\pe'. If e^e' this is a contradiction
against (ii). Hence e=ipe for all eEE(Y).
Let e= [x, y]EE(Y).
Then
e=\pe implies (1) \px = x, i/y=y, or (2) \px=y,\py=x.
(1) means \p = l,
a contradiction.
Hence (2) must hold. Now suppose that E(Y) contains at least two edges. Since F is connected (property (i)), there is
az£ V(Y), Z9^y, such that [x, z]EE(Y).
Then by the same argument
as above\px = z, \{/z= x. Therefore by (2), z=y, a contradiction.
Hence
E(Y) = {e}. But this means that G(X) acts transitively
on E(X),
again a contradiction.

Now define a graph

E(X*)={[<pY,

X* as follows: V(X*) = {<pY\cpEG(X)},

4>'Y]\<t>Y^d>'Y,V(<pY)r\V(<p'Y)^n}.

from the preceding paragraph

It follows

that a0(X*)= [G(X): l]. By (A), X*

is connected.

Define a function j: G(X)->G(X*) by (j<p)(^Y) =<H/Y, cp,ipEG(X).
Then
order

Hence

clearly
[G(X):

j is a monomorphism.
l]=a0(X*)
of G(X*),

by Lemma

Hence Imj is a subgroup
of
and acts transitively
on V(X*).

4, X*^XaiX),H,

C\ V(ip Y) 5* □ }. Since X* is connected,

where

H= {\bEG(X)\ V(Y)

II is a set of generators

of

G(X).
For xPEH define P+= V(Y)r\V(xPY), Q4l=V(Y)r\V(yp-1Y), and
pf* =ypqf), j=l,
■ ■ ■ , n^,. Then clearly X is isomorphic
eralized color-group of G(X) with respect to H and F.

to the gen-
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